Ray Harryhausen’s Talos
Limited Edition Sculptures
hand-made by Raven Armoury

These bronze reproductions of Talos have been authorised by and are being produced in
association with The Ray & Diana Harryhausen Foundation.

A contribution from each sculpture sold goes to the Foundation for the maintenance
and preservation of Ray’s incredible legacy of work.

Talos

This is a reproduction of a sculpture of Talos made by Ray Harryhausen in the 1990s.
We were granted permission to use Ray’s original silicone mould to
produce the waxes for this full size edition.
The sculpture is 18 1/2 inches tall and weighs over 20lbs.
He is set on a darkened bronze and oak base.
Limited edition of 9 in bronze.
£9,900
Also available as a half size edition of 25 sculptures in bronze, 9 1/2” tall, 4lb in weight, £990.

Talos Frozen in Time

The original model of Talos is now in his 50s and has suffered somewhat from the
ravages of time. This bronze depicts Talos exactly as he was in March 2014.
He has been produced working from a high resolution 3D scan.
The sculpture is 18 1/2 inches tall and weighs over 20lbs.
Limited edition of 9 in bronze.
£9,900
Also available as an edition of 25 in cold-cast bronze, 18 1/2” tall, 12lb in weight, £825.

Talos Awakes

Talos is kneeling on the plinth, head turned, as he was when he first came to life.
Ray had started work on this sculpture in the 1990s; he had made the plinth
for Talos to kneel on but had not sculpted the figure of Talos.
The plinth was loaned to us by the Ray & Diana Harryhausen Foundation to mould, for
the figure of Talos we have worked directly from the original model. Talos was first
scanned and printed in very high resolution, the 3D print then underwent painstaking,
sympathetic restoration. Once restored Talos was carefully repositioned into the kneeling
stance, with meticulous attention to detail at every stage. The whole process took nearly
three years to complete and we have just cast our first bronzes of the limited edition.
The sculpture is 16 inches tall and weighs over 50lbs.
Limited edition of 9 in bronze.
£14,900
To reserve Talos Awakes or any of the other editions email simon@ravenarmoury.com
Also available as an edition of 50 cold-cast bronze sculptures, 16” tall, 20lb weight, price £1,650
and we are now taking reservations for a half size edition in bronze.

Raven Armoury

Raven Armoury is a small company set in the heart of the Essex countryside. Over the past three
decades they have forged an enviable reputation for fine quality, hand-made swords. During this
time Simon Fearnhamm, the founder of Raven Armoury, has also become renowned for his
sculpture work, mostly involving skeletons and bones.
Working with his sons, Robin and Thomas, Simon creates skulls and skeletons in all manner of
sizes and poses, some are completely original works of art and others are produced as small limited editions. Each piece is carefully sculpted in wax then lost-wax cast into steel, bronze or silver.
It is through this work that Simon got to meet the master of movie animation, Ray Harryhausen
after he had been commissioned to make a sculpture of the Children of the Hydra’s Teeth,
a diorama of seven miniature bronze skeletons set on a base of 2000 year old oak.
Ray loved the skeletons so much that he endorsed a limited edition of the bronze miniatures to
commemorate the 50th Anniversary of the release of ‘Jason and the Argonauts’.
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Talos is an effects character created by Ray Harryhausen for a Charles H. Schneer Production.
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